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Abstract
We open a new discussion of generalized canonical partition function in standard statistical
mechanics and apply it for the study of Bose-Einstein condensation. We discuss the possible
cases for the generalized canonical partition function and arrives at a conclusion that the
system of trapped bose gas will not be existing at absolute zero. We analyse the present
study with an experimental result and point out the general difficulties in the analyses of
experimental observations, which can possibly suppress the effect of generalized canonical
partition function over standard canonical partition function. We mention that the experi-
mental studies with ideal condensates at absolute zero with an unbiased approach towards
the traditional Bose-Einstein condensation theory can bring out the effect of generalized
canonical partition function.
Keywords: Bose-Einstein condensation, Generalized canonical partition function,
Quantum statistics
1. Introduction
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) is regarded as one of the most important theoretical
predictions by Einstein [1] from Bose’s paper on Plank’s formula [2]. It was London who
recognized it as an important physical concept by connecting it with the problem of liquid
helium [3]. However, the first experimental realization of Bose-Einstein condensation came
only after a very long time at ultra-cold temperature scale in alkali gases [4, 5, 6]. Initially
the experimental BEC studies were concentrated on the alkali gases, later BEC was observed
in quasi particles like, excitons and magnons [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] also. Quite recently, the BEC
of light or specifically photon, the most fundamental boson based on which all the quantum
theories are formulated has been reported [12, 13]. The BEC of light promises an exploration
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in the study of ideal bose gases [12, 14].
Inter-particle interactions are important in the study of BEC. The non-interacting bose
gases may appear trivial from a theoretical point of view, but from an experimental point
of view it is very difficult to create an ideal BEC due to the non vanishing scattering length
of the bosons. However, the ideal condensate and the interaction tunable condensates are
gaining a lot of attractions in recent experimental studies [15, 16]. An ideal Bose-Einstein
condensate can be used to search new physics in the phenomena of Anderson Localization
and matter-wave interferometry [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and the interaction tunable Bose-Einstein
condensate can be helpful for the study of Heisenberg-limited interferometry [22, 23, 24].
However, the increasing experimental studies on non-interacting bose gas does not diminish
the importance of interacting bose gas. Recent study given in Ref.[25] prepared a negative
temperature scale for the motional degrees of freedom, using an attractively interacting en-
semble of ultra-cold bose gas.
Another important factor in the study of the BEC is the trapping potential. Usual grad-
uate level textbooks discuss the condensation of free particles that is in a 3D box potential,
more specifically spatially uniform bose gas. However, for the experimental realization, har-
monic potential is the most favorable trapping potential and thus the confining bose gas
would be non uniform with no translational symmetry [26]. The basic problem is that the
non-uniformity of the confined bose gas may suppress the underlying physics. To resolve
this problem up to an extent, the studies concentrated on the local density approximation
and the small central portion of the trapped bose gas [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35].
The recent creation of the Bose-Einstein condensation in a three dimensional quasi uniform
optical box trap is a step forward towards the study of fundamental studies of BEC, since
it can replace the studies concentrated on the local density approximation and the small
central portion of the trapped bose gas [26]. These studies show an unusual way of reverse
order in the experimental and theoretical studies of BEC. Those studies which are easy in
a theoretical perspective are difficult in experimental studies and viceversa.
Theoretically, BEC is usually discussed in the grand canonical ensemble [36, 37, 38].
However, there is a major problem of huge fluctuations in the ground state occupation num-
ber with the grand canonical ensemble for a non-interacting case [37]. Ref. [39], indicates
that, all the three ensembles, ie. microcanonical, canonical and grand canonical are valid
to use for the study of BEC. However, for a non-interacting case, the ground state fluc-
tuations for three different ensembles can be represented in the order, microcanonical <
canonical << grand− canonical [40, 41, 42]. The presence of inter-particle interactions re-
duces the fluctuations in the ground state occupation in grand canonical ensemble [43], but
for a non-interacting case the grand canonical ensemble appears not as an appropriate choice.
On the other hand Supersymmetry is a theoretical formulation which was supposed to
answer some fundamental questions in the high energy physics. Even though Supersym-
metry (SUSY) has not been observed in nature, it’s mathematical formulations find a lot
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of applications in other fields of Physics including quantum mechanics. For instance, Su-
persymmetric quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) [44, 45, 46] provides a better understanding
about the analytically solvable potential problems [46]. A recent analogues study of SUSY
QM on statistical mechanics [47] shows the canonical partition function of ordinary statisti-
cal mechanics as a special case of a generalized canonical partition function. This resembles
the hidden variable theory of wave function in quantum mechanics [48]. The generalized
canonical partition function indicate that the canonical partition function of the ordinary
statistical mechanics does not provide the whole picture, in fact there is a hidden term which
may not be detected using the normal statistical experiments. However, the generalized par-
tition function is not just valid only in the SUSY context, it is also equally valid in the frame
of standard statistical mechanics. It is because of the mathematical similarity of SUSY QM
with the construction of generalized canonical partition function, we could recognize the
hidden term which is not accounted in the standard statistical mechanics. Thus it is of
prime importance to see the possible effects of generalized canonical partition function over
the standard canonical partition function. In the present study, we aim to see the implica-
tions of the generalized canonical partition function in BEC, since it is an important low
temperature quantum statistical phenomenon. However, for the present study we consider
a non-interacting bose gas, to make the system simpler, confined in a 3D harmonic trap,
because of it’s experimental abundance and importance.
The present study is organized in five parts. In the second part we shall briefly review the
construction of generalized canonical partition function in the frame of standard statistical
mechanics. In the third section we will discuss the BEC in 3D harmonic potential. In the
fourth section we will analyse our present study with an experimental data. In the fifth and
last part we draw important conclusions of the present study.
2. Generalized canonical partition function
We begin our discussion with a brief review of construction of the generalized canonical
partition function [47] in the frame of standard statistical mechanics.
By standard statistical mechanics, the internal energy can be expressed as,
U(T ) = kBT
2
d
dT
lnZ(T ) (1)
Where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and Z(T ) is the standard canon-
ical partition function as a function of temperature.
With the transformation x = −1/kBT , the internal energy can be written as,
U(x) =
Z ′(x)
Z(x)
(2)
Where the prime represent the derivative with respect to x.
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Thus we can form Ricatti equation as,
U2(x) + U ′(x) =
Z ′′(x)
Z(x)
(3)
The solution of the Ricatti equation (3) will give a generalized internal energy, Ug(x) as [47],
Ug(x) =
d
dx
ln(Z(x)) +
d
dx
ln(γ + b
∫
dx
Z2(x)
) (4)
Where γ and b are constants arise from the solution of Riccati equation [47].
Thus we can extract a generalized canonical partition function, Zg(x) from the Ug(x),
as,
Zg(x) = Z(x)(γ + b
∫
dx
Z2(x)
) (5)
We rewrite the generalized canonical partition function as,
Zg(x) = Z(x)(1 + β
∫
dx
Z2(x)
) (6)
Where β = b/γ. Thus with the standard statistical relations, we can construct the general-
ized canonical partition function. Now from equation (6), we can see that the generalized
canonical partition function has an extra term along with the standard canonical partition
function. The Supersymmetric (SUSY) connection comes because the Ricatti equation (3)
is an analogous equation for the SUSY quantum mechanical relation, with internal energy
analogous to Witten’s super potential and canonical partition function analogous to the
ground state wave function [47, 46]. However, with this analogous relation, one cannot sim-
ply underestimate the importance of generalized canonical partition function in the standard
statistical mechanics.
Let us take the case of a three dimensional harmonic potential. By standard statistical
mechanics the canonical partition function can be expressed, semiclassically as,
Z(x) =
∫
∞
0
g(E) exp(xE)dE (7)
Where g(E) is the density of states. The density of states for a 3D harmonic potential, is
well known and can be written as,
g(E) =
E2
2~3ωxωyωz
(8)
Where ωx, ωy and ωz are the frequencies along x, y and z directions respectively. Thus the
standard canonical partition function can be obtained as,
Z(x) = −
1
(x~)3ωxωyωz
(9)
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Hence the generalized partition function can be obtained as,
Zg(x) = Z(x)(1 +
βx7~6ω2xω
2
yω
2
z
7
) (10)
As a function of temperature, the generalized canonical partition function for a 3D harmonic
potential can be expressed as,
Zg(T ) =
(kBT )
3
~3ωxωyωz
− β
~
3ωxωyωz
7k4BT
4
(11)
Where the standard canonical partition function given in equation (9) is written explicitly
as a function of temperature.
From equation (11) it is clear that the constant β has the dimension of energy. However,
β cannot be a temperature dependent term since it is a ratio of constants arising from the
solution of the Ricatti equation (3).
One interesting thing to notice is that the extra term in the generalized partition function
has temperature dependence in the denominator. This extra term will dominate the standard
canonical partition function in the very low temperature regime, especially for T → 0. Thus
the ultra-cold phenomena like BEC would be a perfect choice to study it’s effect.
3. Bose-Einstein condensation in 3D harmonic potential
Here we study the Bose-Einstein condensation of finite number of particles in a 3D
harmonic potential by using the generalized canonical partition function which we have
obtained in the previous section using the semiclassical method. Here we concentrate on
the contribution from the excited states, hence the semiclassical method will give good
approximate results [49]. With canonical partition function we can express the number of
particles (N) in the 3D harmonic potential as [50, 38],
N = N0 + g3(z)Z(T ) (12)
Where z is the fugacity, gn is the Bose function and N0 is the number of condensed particles.
For temperatures T ≤ Tc, the number of particles in the excited states, Nexc is [50, 38, 36],
Nexc = ζ(3)Z(T ) (13)
Where ζ(n) is the Riemann zeta function. However, we have seen that the standard canonical
partition function, Z(T ) is only a special case of the generalized canonical partition function
Zg(T ). Thus we replace Z(T ) in equation (13) by Zg(T ) and obtain,
Nexc = ζ(3)(
(kBT )
3
~3ωxωyωz
− β
~
3ωxωyωz
7k4BT
4
) (14)
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We can analytically deduce the expressions of generalized internal energy, Ug(T ) for a
particle confined in a 3D harmonic potential as,
Ug = −4kBT −
49k8BT
8
−7k7BT
7 + β~6ω2xω
2
yω
2
z
(15)
From equations (14) and (15) we can realize that the β turns out to be an important
factor. When β = 0 all the relations will reduce to the case of usual BEC theory. However,
β 6= 0, deserves an analyses and this situation can have two different cases either β > 0 or
β < 0.
1.When β > 0
For β > 0, equation (14) suggest that , the number of bosons in the excited energy
levels will be zero and thus form a fully condensed state at some positive temperature,
T0 =
1
kB
(
β~6ω2xω
2
yω
2
z
7
)1/7 above absolute zero. However, from equation (15), one can easily see
that the generalized internal energy Ug(T ) will be undefined at T0 and for temperatures
below T0 the generalized internal energy will be negative. At absolute zero the generalized
internal energy will become zero. Thus it shows that for T ≤ T0 the system becomes un-
physical. This implies that the system with bosons trapped in the harmonic potential will
no longer exist for T ≤ T0. This could be possibly because the trapping potential may break
and the system may collapse immediately after forming a fully condensed state at T0.
2.When β < 0
For β < 0, equation (14) suggest that the number of bosons in the excited energy level
will never be zero at any temperature and there will not be a fully condensed state even at
absolute zero. However, the generalized internal energy, Ug given in equation (15) will be-
come zero at absolute zero and at temperature T1 = 0.7890782986486072
1
kB
(|β|~6ω2xω
2
yω
2
z)
1/7.
The first derivative of Ug is zero at temperature T = 0.5306184162532914
1
kB
(|β|~6ω2xω
2
yω
2
z)
1/7
and the second derivative is positive at this temperature. This means there is a minima in
between absolute zero and T1 and thus the generalized internal energy is negative in between
absolute zero and T1. This is an unphysical situation to internal energy be negative. Which
implies the system of trapped boson is no longer exist below T1 and as we have discussed
in the β > 0 case that this could be possibly because the trap may break at T1, so that the
system with the partially condensed bosons may collapse.
4. Analyses with the experimental result
We consider the experimental study of Bose-Einstein condensation by Mewes et al [51] as
a general representative of the experimental studies reported so far. At phase transition, the
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total number of sodium atoms confined in the dc magnetic trap with frequencies ωx = 2pi×18,
ωy = 2pi × 320 and ωz = 2pi × 320 is N = 15 × 10
6. The experimentally obtained tran-
sition temperature is Tc = 2µK and the critical peak density at 2µK is nc = 1.5×10
14 cm−3.
The transition temperature for the non-interacting bose gas confined in the 3D harmonic
potential is given as [50, 38],
T 0c = (
N
ζ(3)
)1/3
~ω
kB
(16)
Where ω = (ωxωyωz)
1/3. Equation (16) is accurate only at the thermodynamic limit and for
the system with finite number of particles, the finite size effect will introduce corrections to
the transition temperature [50, 38]. However, only the first order corrections for the finite
size effect had been available in literature [50, 38] until the recent analytical derivation of
higher order corrections [52, 53]. The higher order corrections for the finite size effect leads
to the argument that the Bose-Einstein condensation is not a well defined phase transition,
rather it is just only a gradual change for the finite particle system and the analyses with
small number of particles is in support with this argument [53]. However, the higher order
corrections become crucial for the systems with isotropic traps and small number of parti-
cles. As the anisotropy of the trap and the number of particles increases, the higher order
corrections become negligible [53]. In our present consideration of the experimental study,
the anisotropy and the number of particles are considerably high, and thus we bother only
about first order correction.
The transition temperature with the first order correction of the finite size effect can be
written as [50, 38],
T 1c = T
0
c −
ζ(2)
2ζ(3)
~ω
kB
(17)
The shift in the transition temperature due to the interaction is given as [54, 55],
∆Tc = T
int
c − T
nonint
C = cascn
1/3T nonintC (18)
Where T intc is the transition temperature for the interacting case, T
nonint
C is the transition
temperature for the ideal case, c = 1.32 is a constant [54], asc is the scattering length and n is
the density. Thus the transition temperature of the non-interacting case can be represented
in terms of transition temperature of the interacting case as,
T nonintC =
T intc
(1 + cascn1/3)
(19)
with the scattering length asc ≈ 4.8668× 10
−9m [56] and the other parameters as we have
mentioned above, we calculate T 1c = 1.3608261888748566µK and the T
nonint
C = 1.9339862262562904µK.
For the ideal case T 1c should be equal to T
nonint
C . At this point we are not making any com-
ment on this difference, but in the course of this paper we will do it.
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Another important point that one need to note is that the calculated value of T 1c is
less than the experimentally obtained value 2µK for the transition temperature. This
shows the dominance of effect of the correlation between the particle at the critical point
[54, 55, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65] over the opposing mean field effect which induces
a negative shift to the transition temperature [66]. Atomic gas of Sodium [51] is a strongly
interacting bose gas, thus the present analyses is in support with the recent high precision
measurement study to understand the effects of interactions on the critical temperature of
the harmonically trapped atomic bose gas [67], where as the similar experiments given in
references [68, 69, 70] supports the mean-field theory. Ref.[67] shows that for the weak
interaction the shift in the transition temperature is negative, as in the mean-field theory
and for the strong interactions the shift is positive which is the characteristics of critical
correlation. However, experimental case [51] that we have considered for the present study
was remained unaddressed by Ref.[67].
From equation (14), we can see that the number of particles in the excited states Nexc
depends on β. Now in the present study, we claim that the β is also a factor that in-
duces a shift in the transition temperature. We consider the generalized expression given in
equation (14) represents the experimental value. Then the difference between the excited
fraction of experimental and the conventional theory (equation (13) represents the Nexc in
the conventional theory) can be written as,
N expexc −N
conv
exc
N
≈
ζ(3)
N
k3B
~3ωxωyωz
(T 3exp − T
3
conv)−
βζ(3)
N
~
3ωxωyωz
7k4BT
4
exp
(20)
Where N expexc is the experimentally determined number of particles in the excited states and
N convexc is the number of particles in the excited states calculated from the conventional the-
oretical relation given in equation (13). Here, Tconv is the T
1
c given in equation (17). We
have plotted L.H.S and the first part of the R.H.S for the experimental parameters discussed
above and the results are given in Fig.1. The green and the red curves given in Fig.1 should
merge as per the conventional theory represented by equation (13). Fig.1 clearly indicates
the problem with the difficulty in experimental determination of transition temperature.
Not only a particular experiment that we are considering [51], but also in all the BEC
experiments reported so far have the same problem. This comes because, in experiments
actually we plot the experimentally obtained condensate fraction and then fit the curve for
the traditional theoretical expression as given in equation (13). While doing this we are
fixing the phase transition to a particular point at which the condensate fraction increases
notably and this can be clearly seen in any experimental condensate fraction plot reported
so far [53]. This method of fitting will work for the thermodynamic limit where we can
talk about a well defined phase transition. However, in the real laboratory experiments the
number of particle are finite, thus the phase transition temperature will not be a particular
single value, rather it will spread out to a very small interval and this can be noticeable
when the number of particles are very less [53]. Thus the experimental studies of BEC have
loop holes in it’s schemes itself and so one cannot talk about the experimentally determined
8
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Figure 1: Difference in Nexc/N for experimental and conventional theoretical value versus T/Tc. The
green filled triangles and the blue filled rectangles represent the first term of the R.H.S and the red
filled circles are the L.H.S of the equation (20). Transition temperature for the conventional theory
T convc = 1.3608261888748566µK, experimental transition temperature for the interacting case T
exp
C = 2µK
(green filled triangles) and experimental transition temperature for the non-interacting case T expC =
1.9339862262562904µK (blue filled rectangles).
transition temperature with hundred percentage surety.
Coming back to the present problem, if we consider the second term in the R.H.S of
equation (20) without β, it’s numerical value is approximately 1013. That means the second
term in the R.H.S is comparable with the first term of the R.H.S and the L.H.S only when
|β| ≤ 10−13 otherwise, it could have been reflected as a huge variation in the experimental
results. Even though we cannot calculate the exact value for β, we can surely say that
|β| ≤ 10−13 for this particular experiment. We plot 3D graphs for L.H.S corresponding to
the changes in both the T/Tc and β and is given in Fig.2 and Fig.3. Fig.2 is actually a
portion of Fig.3 for the T/Tc starts from 0.7 which is comparable with the two dimensional
plot given in Fig.1.
In Fig.2 we can see that as |β| becomes very small, we cannot distinguish the presence of
second term in the R.H.S of equation (20). As we have mentioned above, for finite number
of particles we do not have any specific transition temperature, rather it will be a small
temperature range so that there will always be an error associated with the transition tem-
perature and this small error could possibly suppress the effect of |β| if it is very small.
However, Fig.3 shows that as T → 0, irrespective of the value of |β|, the second term in the
equation (20) dominates and this may be detectable in the experiment also.
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Figure 2: For the ideal bose gas, difference in Nexc/N for experimental and conventional theoretical value
corresponding to T/Tc and different β value. The T/Tc starts from 0.7, so that we can compare it with
Fig.1.
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Figure 3: For the ideal bose gas, difference in Nexc/N for experimental and conventional theoretical value
corresponding to T/Tc and different β value.
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At the transition temperature, equation (14) can be written as,
N ≈ ζ(3)(
(kBTc)
3
~3ωxωyωz
− β
~
3ωxωyωz
7k4BT
4
c
) (21)
Where N is the total number of particles. Equation (20) shows that the β will also induce
a shift to the transition temperature, but the shift purely depends on the value of β. From
equation (21), we can write β as,
β = 7~ω((
kBTc
~ω
)7 −
N
ζ(3)
(
kBTc
~ω
)4) (22)
we can rewrite equation (22) as,
β = 7~ω(
N
ζ(3)
)7/3(x7 − x4) (23)
where x = T nonintc /T
0
c . T
nonint
c is the experimentally observed transition temperature for
the ideal bose gas at thermodynamical limit. In the present study, if we assume that there
is only interaction effect on the transition temperature, we have 1.3608261888748566µK ≤
T nonintc ≤ 1.9339862262562904µK and thus 0 ≤ β ≤ 1.5672984235789861 × 10
−13. This
region for β is included in the Fig.2 and Fig.3.
Conclusions
We have presented the generalized canonical partition function in the frame of standard
statistical mechanics and employed it for the study of Bose-Einstein condensation. The
generalized canonical partition function has an extra term with a temperature independent
constant β and we have analysed the BEC with the two different cases of β, ie. β > 0 and
β < 0. For β > 0 the system will become fully condensed one at some temperature T0
above absolute zero and will immediately collapse. For β < 0 the system with a partially
condensed bose gas will collapse at some positive temperature above absolute zero. This
implies that, irrespective of the sign of β we cannot have a trapped bose gas, whether it is a
partially or fully does not matter at absolute zero. This contradict with the basic theoretical
concept of BEC. In fact the huge fluctuation in the ground state occupation in the grand
canonical ensemble may be an indication of this.
We have analysed the present study with an experimental results. With the experimental
details that are available to date, we cannot precisely determine the value of β, but can give
a possible range for the value of β. We have pointed out that the error produced in the
experimental determination of transition temperature due to the finiteness in the number of
particle and the biased approach of experimental procedures towards the traditional BEC
theory could possibly suppress the effect produced by the second term in the generalized
canonical partition, so that it is not detected so far. No matter how small β is, at absolute
11
zero we can definitely find its effect.
In the present study we have particularly concentrated on ideal bose gas confined in a 3D
harmonic potential and thus future studies with the other potential traps can provide more
insight towards the problem. However, considering this as an introduction towards a new
topic, we demand ’unbiased’ experimental studies with ideal bose gas at the thermodynamic
limit at absolute zero.
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